How to implement multi-qubit gates is an important problem in quantum information processing. Based on cross phase modulation, we present an approach to realizing a family of multi-qubit gates that deterministically operate on single photons as the qubits. These gates include the general n-qubit unitary operation. The approach greatly relax the requirement on the resources, such as the ancilla photons and coherent beams, as well as the number of operations on the qubits. The improvement made in the framework may facilitate large scale quantum information processing.
be implemented efficiently, however, due to the inevitable probabilistic problem, the efficiency is not so high as expected. If assisted weak cross-Kerr nonlinearity, the optical quantum computation could be made deterministic. The first application with cross-phase modulation (XPM) is the parity check, which was proposed by Barrett et al [28] . Later, this technique was used to realize a deterministic CNOT gate [29] . Based on these works, people have discussed the deterministic optical quantum computation assisted with XPM [30] [31] [32] [33] . Moreover, the photon loss and decoherence effect in this deterministic quantum computation have been discussed as well [34] [35] [36] [37] . These works belong to the CNOT-based approach. Alternatively, based on XPM technique, another type of basic logic gates, c-path and merging gate, were proposed for universal quantum computation. The c-path gate was firstly introduced in Ref. [38] , and then developed in Refs. [39, 40] . This c-path-merging approach has been demonstrated in experiment by J. L. O'Brien's group with linear optical elements [42] . Besides the universality, these logic gates could be used to realize various control logic gates, such as Fredkin and Toffoli gate, more efficiently. Especially for Toffoli gate, its complexity can be reduced from polynomial O(n 2 ) to linear [39, 40] . In this paper, with the improved design for c-path and merging gate, we will develop the c-path-merging approach to realize various control unitary operations and the general n-qubit unitary operation. Compared with the CNOT-based approach, various control unitary operations can be implemented more efficiently with less resources and less operations. We will show that, for the realization of general (n − 1)-control-1 unitary operation, the required resources (e.g. ancilla coherent states, ancilla single photons, etc.) can be reduced from exponential to linear, providing an optimal way to implement such unitary operation. Furthermore, two approaches for realizing general n-qubit unitary operation are presented.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we provide the improved optical realization of the element gates, c-path and merging gate. These element gates will be used to construct the various multi-control gates and the general unitary operation in Sec. III. After that, we will discuss and compare the complexity of our approach with the CNOT-based approach in Sec. IV. The final part is the conclusion.
II. ELEMENT LOGIC GATES
The crucial operations in our approach are performed by the c-path and merging gate, which have been introduced in [38] [39] [40] . Here, we will generalize the c-path gate so that it is suitable for more than two control and target modes, and improve the merging gate by dispensing with the ancilla single photon in the previous design. No matter how complicated the operation is and how many qubits are involved in a quantum circuit, the ancilla single photons will no longer be necessary in this approach, as compared with the former works [38] [39] [40] .
A. C-path gate
By this operation, the bit information of the control qubit will be encoded into the spatial modes of the target qubit. In Fig.1 , the realization of general c-path gate is shown. Here, we adopt the definitions |0 ≡ |H and |1 ≡ |V , where H and V represent the polarizations of a single photon. In general, the control and target single photon can have more than one spatial mode, thus the input state could be described as follows,
where the states φ 1(2) could be in arbitrary forms
, and the target photon could have n spatial modes (1, 2, · · · , n). At first, let the control photon transmit through a polarized beamsplitter (PBS) and the target photon through a 50:50 BS. The n spatial modes of target photon will be separated into 2n spatial modes. Among them, the ones of upper arm are denoted as odd number 1, 3, . . . , 2n − 1, while those of lower arm are denoted as even number 2, 4, . . . , 2n. Secondly, one introduces two coherent states |α |α (qubus beams) and let them interact with the input two single photons through XPM as shown in Fig.1 , then the input state will evolves to the following state
Here we assume the XPM between the single-mode of coherent state and single-photon state, which is valid under the conditions specified in [54, 55] . After that, a phase shifter of −θ is, respectively, applied to two qubus beams, and then one more 50:50 BS implements the transforma-
of the coherent state components. The state of the total system will be therefore transformed to
where |β = i √ 2α sin θ . By the projection |n n| on the first qubus beam, the desired state could be obtained. If n = 0, we will obtain the target state
where the spatial modes 1, 3, · · · , 2n − 1 of the target photon depend on the polarization (|H ) of the control photon; while the other spatial modes 2, 4, · · · , 2n depend on the polarization (|V ) of the control photon. If n = 0, on the other hand, there will be the output
which can be transformed to the state |Φ 2n by a phase shift π on the upper spatial modes and a switch of the upper and lower spatial modes, following the classically feed-forwarded measurement result n.
In the above process, each spatial mode of the target qubit will be separated into two spatial modes respectively, which depend on the bit information of control qubit. For the operation complexity, all the spatial modes of control and target single photon should be interacted with the qubus beams, therefore totally 2n + 2m XPM processes are necessary. During the operation, the qubus beams are not destroyed ( √ 2α cos θ ∼ √ 2α , since θ is tiny), so they can be recycled. Actually, one could reduce the number of the XPM process to n + m by removing all the interactions on one arm (for the details, see Appendix A). In this case, the two coherent-state components must be detected and cannot be recycled. So, if n and m is very small, we may choose to save the qubus beams; while n or m is large, we may choose to decrease the amount of XPM processes. The control photon and the target photon could contain more than one spatial modes. Firstly, let the modes of the control photon passed through a PBS, and those of target photon passed through a 50:50 BS. Next, let the spatial modes interact with the qubus beam as indicated in the figure. After applying the phase shift −θ, the two-coherent state interference, the detection of the first coherent-state component by photon numberresolving detector (PND), which is used to control the switch and phase shift π, the c-path gate could be realized.
B. Merging gate
Merging gate is the inverse transformation of c-path gate, with the input state given as the form of Eq. (4). Firstly, the target photon with 2n spatial modes is injected into a 50:50 BS, then the input state |Φ 2n is transformed to
Let the spatial modes on lower arm interact with qubus beam as shown in Fig.2 , and then we will get the following state:
..,n |α |α
After that, one more 50:50 BS and the detection (n = 0) of the first qubus beam will project the above state to the desired state |Ψ n ;, while the detection (n = 0) will project the state to The spatial modes of one output will interact with one of the coherent state. After that, using a photon number non-resolving detector to detect the first coherent-state component, which detection is used to control the switch and the Pauli operation σz, the merging gate could be realized.
sically feed-forwarded measurement will also transform the above state to the desired state |Ψ n .
The merging gate could merge the spatial modes of the target photon without changing anything else. Here, no ancilla single photon is required, as compared with the design in the previous works [39, 40] , where one ancilla single photon and complicated operations are necessary to realize the merging gate. Moreover, the detection of the first qubus beam could be well performed even by a photon number non-resolving detector (PNND), since the discrimination of two states |0 and
is necessary. The rest qubus beam is almost the same as the initial one (
, so the qubus beam could be recycled as well. In addition, only half of the spatial modes of target photon should be interacted with the qubus beam, so n XPM processes are enough.
III. MULTI-CONTROL UNITARY OPERATIONS AND GENERAL UNITARY OPERATION
Since the combination of a pair of c-path gate and merging gate (associated with a bit flip operation) can be used to realize a CNOT gate, these two element gates are universal for circuit-based quantum computation [39] . In addition to this point, we will show that c-path and merging gate can be used to realize various control unitary operations more efficiently, compared with the CNOTbased approach.
A. general (n -1)-control-1 unitary operation
The first gate is a general (n − 1)-control-1 gate (or called uniform controlled rotation in Ref. [11] called multiplexor in Ref. [14] ), the operation of which is described by the following matrix:
where the subscript (1, n) denotes that the target one qubit is the n-th qubit, and the superscript (n − 1) denotes the control qubits are the other n − 1 qubits, and
n−1 − 1, and U 2 n−1 = σ x , that is a (n − 1)-controlled Toffoli gate. To realize a Toffoli gate, O n 2 CNOT gates should be demanded [5] ; while for general (n − 1)-control-1 gate, the required CNOT gate number is increased to 2 n−1 [11] . Exactly, the complexity of Toffoli gate can be reduced to linear, by using n − 1 pairs of c-path and merging gates [39, 40] . Here we will show that this approach could be generalized to realize a general (n − 1)-control-1 gate efficiently.
To illustrate it clearly, we use the case of 3-control-1 unitary operation as the example (see Fig.3 ). The input state can be the following general 4-qubit state,
where |1 123 = |HHH , |2 123 = |HHV , etc. and Fig.3 , by three c-path gates applied to the target photon sequentially, the input state can be transformed to
where the subscript i outside the bracket denotes the spatial modes the fourth qubit brought. These eight spatial modes depend on the bit information of the other three control qubits. If eight single-qubit unitary operations (U i , i = 1, · · · , 8) are preformed on the corresponding spatial modes, one will obtain the following state,
Finally, using three merging gates to erase the path information i, the desired state
be achieved, realizing the 3-control-1 unitary operation. Generalizing to n-qubit case is straightforward. Only (n − 1) pairs of c-path and merging gates are enough, and the realization style is direct without further decomposition. It is extremely simpler than the traditional CNOT-based approach, which needs a complicated decomposition into exponential CNOT gates.
FIG. 3:
The realization of 3-control-1 unitary operation. By the three c-path gates controlled by the photons C1, C2, C3 sequentially, the target photon will be separated into 8 spatial modes. After applied the single-photon unitary operations to the corresponding spatial modes respectively, this unitary operation could be realized, associated with the three merging gates.
Though only linear number c-path and merging gates are necessary. Unfortunately, during the realization exponentially increasing XPM processes should be needed. By applying the c-path gates step and step, the involved spatial modes of the target photon will be increased exponentially with the steps. General, for m-th c-path gate, the target photon will be separated into 2 m spatial modes, which should be interacted with the qubus beam. Therefore, 2 m−1 + 1 XPM processes are necessary in m-th c-path gate (here the c-path gate is the modified one discussed in Appendix A). On the other hand, for the inverse m-th merging gate (the order is from n − 1 to 1), 2 m−1 XPM processes are necessary. Totally, the necessary XPM process number for the realization of (n − 1)-control-1 gate is
If the modified c-path gates are replaced by the original c-path gates discussed in Sec. II A, the necessary XPM processes will be increased to
This exponential increasing is due to that the general (n − 1)-control-1 gate itself is exponential complexity. Since exponential (2 n−1 ) control unitary operations are involved, exponential interactions (XPM processes) are inevitably required.
Except for the amount of XPM processes, we should note that the other operations, such as single photon interference, coherent state interference, etc., as well as the required resources, such as qubus beams (not including ancilla single photons), are only linearly increased with the involved photon number. That is a considerable improvement compared with the former CNOT-based approach, which requires exponential interferences, qubus beams, and ancilla single photons. In this sense, this approach provides a more feasible way to realize the general (n − 1)-control-1 unitary operation.
B. special (n -1)-control-one unitary operation
It is possible to optimize the realization for the following special (n − 1)-control-one gates,
. . .
where m ≤ n−1. This operation represents an operation, in which the target photon will not be changed when one of the first m control photons are in the state |H , while the target photon will be operated when the first control photons are all in the state |V . Without loss of generality, we use the 5-qubit gate represented in Fig.4 as the example. Here we briefly describe the realization, and the detailed processes could be found in Appendix B. At first, the photon C 1 will control the photon C 2 , but not the target photon directly. Next, the three spatial modes of photon 2 will control all the rest photons, including the target photon. After that, the photon C 3 , C 4 , T 5 will be separated into two spatial modes (1, 2) respectively. Applying the general 2-control-1 unitary operation to the spatial modes 2 of the photon C 3 , C 4 , T 5 , the desired 5-qubit gate can be completed associated with the corresponding merging gates.
Generalizing to realize the unitary operation of Eq. (14) is straightforward. Firstly, m − 1 c-path operations are performed to the first m photons in turn. After that, using the spatial modes 1, 1 ′ , 2 of the m-th control photon as control modes for the following n−m c-path gates, all the rest photons including target photon will be separated into two spatial modes (1, 2), respectively. Finally, by applying the general (n − m − 1)-control-1 unitary operation shown in Sec. III A to all the spatial modes 2 of the rest photons, associated with the corresponding n − 1 merging gates, the desired unitary operation will be completed. Now we discuss the complexity. The first modified cpath gate requires 2 XPM processes, and each of the other n−2 modified c-path gates require 2 XPM processes as well (the control photon has three spatial modes and two of them are in the state |H , which will not interact with the qubus beam). For the general (n − m − 1)-control-1 gate, 2 n−m + n − m − 3 XPM processes are required. Finally, for the n − 1 merging gate, n − 1 XPM processes are enough. The total number of XPM processes should be
Compared with the amount of the general n-control-1 gate, it is a considerable improvement by reducing a factor 2 m . Obviously, the order of the amount is the same as the amount of the non-identity operations in Eq. (14), i.e., the complexity of this unitary operation. Especially, if m = n − 1, it is a general Toffoli gate. Only 3n − 3 XPM processes are enough. The scaling is only linear to the involved single photons.
C. 1-control-(n -1) unitary operation
Now, we consider another n-qubit gate, in which one qubit controls the other n − 1 qubits. This gate is described by the matrix
where
denote the (n − 1)-qubit unitary operations. Similarly, we first use the case of 1-control-2 as example (see Fig.5 ), and then generalize it to general case. This 1-control-2 unitary operation implements unitary operations U
on the target two qubits when the control qubit in the states |H , |V , respectively. Suppose the input state is |H C ⊗ |ψ T1T2 + |V C ⊗ |ϕ T1T2 , where |ψ T1T2 and |ϕ T1T2 could be in arbitrary form. Firstly, one uses two c-path gates to separate the target two qubits into two spatial modes (1, 2) or (3, 4) respectively as follows:
After that, implementing the desired unitary operations on the two spatial modes (2, 3) or (1, 4) respectively will yield the following state
2 |ϕ 24 .
Finally, two merging gates are used to erase the path information, and then we will achieve the desired state
Here, two pairs of c-path and merging gate, associated with two two-qubit unitary operations, will be needed. The require sources are also obviously fewer than the CNOT-based approach. Especially, if U = SWAP, it is the Fredkin gate. This gate requires 5 CNOT gates [6] (one CNOT demands a pair of c-path and merging gate, or two parity-check operations [16] ), while only two pairs of c-path and merging gates (associated with a spatial mode swap operation) are enough (see also in Refs. [39, 40] ).
Generalizing to the general case is straightforward, and three similar processes will complete the operation: (1) implementing n − 1 c-path gates, each of the n − 1 target qubits will be separated into two spatial modes; (2) implement the unitary operation U (n−1) 1 on the spatial modes which correspond to the state |H of the control qubit and implement the unitary operation U (n−1) 2 on the other spatial modes simultaneously; (3) n − 1 merging gates will merge the target qubits and complete the desired logic operation. Totally, except for the requirement for realizing unitary operations U (n−1) 1 and U (n−1) 2 , the required sources increase linearly with involved qubits number (n − 1 pairs of c-path and merging gates).
D. n-control-m unitary operation
Now, we turn to the case of n-control-m unitary operation, which is described by the following transformation:
where U (m) i (i = 1, · · · , 2 n−1 ) are the m-qubit unitary operations. We combine the realization of the above discussed cases to realize this n-control-m unitary operation. First, we use n c-path gates to separate the first target qubit into 2 n−1 spatial modes, and then continuously use n c-path gates to separate the other target qubits, respectively. After that, we implement the unitary operation U to the corresponding spatial modes. Finally, using the merging gates to merge the target qubits will complete the transformation. Totally n×m pairs of c-path and merging gate are required, in addition to the m-qubit unitary operations.
E. General n-qubit unitary operation
The most general operation is the n-qubit unitary operation. This operation is the most crucial operation in quantum information, since it represents the unitary transformation of n particles and could be used to simulate the evolution of n particles. This simulation is impossible to realize by classical computer. A general nqubit unitary operation has 4 n −1 degrees of freedom and corresponds to a 2 n ×2 n unitary matrix. Numerous works have been devoted to the problem of how to construct a general n-qubit unitary operation with two-qubit gates and single-qubit gates [4, 7, 8, [12] [13] [14] . The theoretical lower bound of the CNOT approach is 1 4 (4 n − 3n − 1) [12] . However, it is only a theoretical limit, and the construction of the circuit was not discovered. The best circuit construction is the quantum Shannon decomposition (QSD), using (23/48) × 4 n − (3/2) × 2 n + 4/3 CNOT gates [14] . Now, we will present two approaches to realize the general n-qubit unitary operation with c-path and merging gates.
approach based on cosine-sine decomposition
The first approach is based on the cosine-sine decomposition (CSD) [43, 44] . With CSD a general n-qubit unitary operation can be decomposed into the following form:
n−1 are the 1-control-(n − 1) unitary operations, and C (n−1) , S (n−1) are the real diagonal matrices satisfying C (n−1) 2 + S (n−1) 2 = I. It has been demonstrated that the middle operation is equivalent to a (n−1)-control-1 unitary operation [14] . With the above decomposition it is evident that one could combine the realizations of two 1-control-(n − 1) unitary operations and one (n − 1)-control-1 unitary operation to realize a general n-qubit unitary operation. Thus it is easy to get the following relation
where the first term is the recursion relation, the second term is the amount for the middle (n − 1)-control-1 unitary operation, and the final term is the amount for the c-path and merging gates used in the first turn of 1-control-(n − 1) gate. Then with the above relation, the number of total XPM processes are
2. approach based on further decomposition into general
Exactly, one can further decompose the general unitary operation without using CSD directly. It had been demonstrated that a general n-qubit unitary operation can be decomposed into a series of (n − 1)-control-1 unitary operations as follows [11] :
where the function γ (j) indicates the position of the least significant nonzero bit in the n-bit binary presentation of the number j. Obviously, the above decomposition allows the realization of general unitary operation, together with a general (n − 1)-control-1 unitary operation discussed in Sec. III A. Now we discuss the realization complexity. There are 2 2
). Therefore, the number of the required XPM processes should be
complexity comparison
Now we compare our approaches with the former CNOT-based approach. An optical CNOT gate demands two parity-check and one single photon as ancilla [16] . If assisted with weak cross-Kerr nonlinearity, two XPM processes are needed for one parity-check [28, 29] . The number can be reduced to one by sacrificing a qubus beam with the probability 1/2 [45] . In one word, a CNOT gate requires two XPM processes, associated with one ancilla single photon and a half of qubus beam in the previous approach. Alternatively, one could increase the amount of XPM processes to preserve the qubus beam. In this case, a CNOT gate requires four XPM processes associated with one ancilla single photon. Moreover, the number of interference processes should be taken into account. A parity-check operation includes one two-photon interference process and one coherent-state interference process. Thus, a CNOT gate needs four interference processes.
In Table I , we list the requirements of the CNOT approach and our c-path-merging approach for comparison. Each rows include two results, one for those using less XPM processes and more qubus beams, while the other for those using more XPM processes to save qubus beams (that could be recycled). The first row is for the theoretical lower bound of CNOT approach. Totally, 1 4 (4 n − 3n − 1) CNOT gates are needed for the general unitary operation [12] , and then the amount of XPM processes, qubus beams, ancilla single photons and the interference processes can be calculated easily. The second row is for the known CNOT-based circuit. The optimal number is (23/48) × 4 n − (3/2) × 2 n + 4/3, and the corresponding resources can be calculated as well.
For comparison, we list the required resources of our first approach with CSD in the third row. Using the modified c-path gate, the amount of XPM processes is shown in Eq. (23) . Since the qubus beam will be detected with the probability 1/2, the corresponding amount of qubus beams can be calculated by the relation A n = 4A n−1 + 3 (n − 1) /2, where (n − 1) is for the CSD and the rest (n − 1) /2 is for the middle (n − 1)-control-1 unitary operation (since only (n − 1) pairs of c-path and merging gates are enough). Exactly, this is just half of the number of c-path-merging pairs used in the realization. Moreover, three interference processes are necessary in a c-path gate, while only one interference process is enough in a merging gate. Thus four interference processes are required in a c-path-merging pair. Totally,
interference processes are needed in our first approach. If using the original c-path gate shown in Fig.1 , the amount of XPM processes will be increased to the scaling O 11 6 × 4 n , which is found by the relation C n = 4C n−1 + 3 × 2 n−1 + 2n − 5 + 10 (n − 1), where the second term is the number of the middle (n − 1)-control-1 unitary operation. This number is smaller than the one of CNOT approach. Especially, in our approach, no ancilla single photon is required, as compared with the CNOT approach. Furthermore, the required resources in our second approach with further decomposition are list in the final row. The amount of XPM processes with the modified c-path gates is given in Eq. (25) , and the corresponding number of qubus beams is 2
viously, this number scales as n2 n−1 , much lower than the three other approaches by a factor to 2 n /n. Since this quantity is just half of the number of c-pathmerging pairs, the number of required interference processes is eight times of this number. If using the original c-path gates, the required XPM processes will be increased to 2 2
Through the comparison, it is evident that our approaches have the following advantages: (1) no ancilla single photons are required; (2) less ancilla resources (qubus beams); (3) less operations (interference processes). Our second approach with modified c-path gate is the best approach to realize a general unitary operation.
IV. DISCUSSION ON FEASIBILITY OF XPM
The crucial element in our approach is XPM based on Kerr nonlinearity. In this paper we approximate the XPM as a single-mode process. In reality, however, photons carry continuous frequency distributions, and the multi-mode character can affect the XPM process. The multi-mode effect induced imperfection of XPM is first consider by Shapiro and collaborator in [46, 47] . They conclude that the phase noise due to the noninstantaneous response of Kerr medium can impair the ideal operation of XPM. The non-instantaneous response to light field can happen in optical fiber of silicon and other materials. With their extremely small Kerr coefficients, a considerably lengthy fiber should be used to generate a sufficient nonlinear phase. However, a dominant process in the fiber is the absorption of the light, which leads to the decoherence of the generated photonic states [48] . This essential point excludes the feasibility of the setups that are relevant to the phase noise problem. On the other hand, the systems that realize much higher Kerr coefficients are the coherent atomic ensembles under the conditions of electromagnetically induced transparency (EIT). The response of these atomic ensembles to the input light field is virtually immediate in activating the third and higher order nonlinearity (see, e.g. the experimental studies [49] [50] [51] ), thus neglecting the phase noise effect in a Kerr nonlinearity based on atomic ensemble.
Another imperfections due to the multi-mode nature of inputs is the mode entanglement [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] . Relevant to the Kerr nonlinearity based on atomic ensembles, the effect deviates a real XPM process from the ideal one |1 |1 → e iθ |1 |1 for a pair of single photons and |1 |α → |1 |e iθ α between a photon and a coherent state. For the XPM of the latter type considered in this paper, it is possible to eliminate the mode entanglement by adopting the counter-propagation configuration and transverse confinement of the inputs [54] , so that a close to single-mode XPM will be possible in a normal EIT medium. The improvement on the intensity of Kerr nonlinearity can be feasible via the non-local atomic inter-action in other atomic ensembles [56] . Currently both experimental and theoretical progress toward practical Kerr nonlinearity are under way.
V. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, with the new design of c-path and merging gate, the realization of various control unitary operations can be made more efficiently, with less resources and operations. Specifically, one could reduce the resource quantity for a general (n − 1)-control-1 unitary operation from the exponential to linear, and reduce that for a general n-qubit unitary operation by a factor to 2 n /n. The improvements will evidently make this approach more suitable for large scale quantum computation. With the development of weak Kerr nonlinearity, it will be possible to implement the proposed multi-qubit gates in experiments.
..,2n−1 αe iθ |α + |H C 1 ,C 2 ,··· ,C m |φ 1 2,4,...,2n |α |α
After a phase shifter of −θ is applied, and the two qubus beams are interfered on a BS, the above state will be transformed to
. By the projection |n n| on the first qubus beam, the target state |Φ 2n can be obtained with the condition n = 0. In this case, the qubus beam could be recycled. If n = 0, we will get the following state,
Since the coherent-state component in the two terms are different, one should measure the second qubus beam, i.e., the qubus beam will be lost. If the result is m, the above state will be projected to
Since the exact values of n and m are known, the unwanted phase factor could be removed. Therefore the above state can be transformed to the desired state |Φ 2n through classical feedforward. Compared with the c-path in Fig.1 , the amount of XPM processes could be reduced to n + m. The cost is the qubus beam (with the probability 1/2 when the first detection n = 0) and one more projection |m m|. If n and m is very small, one may choose to save the coherent state. If n or m is large, we may choose to reduce the amount of XPM processes. Fig.1 , the XPM processes on the second coherent state are removed totally. Moreover, two coherent-state components will be detected by the PNDs. In this realization, the coherent states cannot be recycled, but only half amount of XPM processes is necessary. 
Obviously, the single qubit operations U 13 , . . . , U 16 will be implemented to the target photon only when the first two photons are all in the state |V . The initial state can be described as follows:
|HHHH |φ 1 + |HHHV |φ 2 + |HHV H |φ 3 + |HHV V |φ 4 + |HV HH |φ 5 + |HV HV |φ 6 + |HV V H |φ 7 + |HV V V |φ 8 + |V HHH |φ 9 + |V HHV |φ 10 + |V HV H |φ 11 + |V HV V |φ 12 + |V V HH |φ 13 + |V V HV |φ 14 + |V V V H |φ 15 + |V V V V |φ 16 ,
where |φ i = α i |H + β i |V ,
First, let the first photon controls the second photon through the first c-path gate. After that, let the first spatial mode 1 of the second photon passed through a PBS and perform a σ x operation on the 1 ′ mode, yield- 
where the subscripts outside the bracket denote the spatial modes of the second photon. Second, using the three spatial modes of the second photon to control the photon 3, 4, 5 by three c-path gates, one will obtain the following state 
where the subscripts outside the bracket denote the spatial modes of the photons except for the first one. Obviously, the photons 3, 4, 5 will be separated into the spatial mode 2 only when the first two photons are all in the state |V . Therefore, following the processes in the Sec.III A to operate on all the spatial modes 2 of the photons 3, 4, 5, one will obtain the state This is how a special 4-control-1 gate is implemented.
